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臺北市立松山高級中學 107學年度第一學期第一次期中考 高一英文 

Section 1 :English 4U & AMC 4500 Vocabulary 

I. Listening Comprehension :10% 

Part A Listening Test  

Look at the pictures below. For each, you will hear one or two questions and four possible 

answers, A to D. Write down the letter of the best answer (A, B, C, or D). 

Part A 2% 

1._________                            2._________ 

 Question 1                             Question  2 

      

Part B  3% 

In part B, you will hear several questions or statements. Choose the best response or reply. 

 3. (A) Sorry, I’m no good at math. You’ll have to ask someone else. 

   (B) I don’t remember when that happened. It was a long time ago. 

   (C) I think people are worried they’ll have to work until they die. 

(D) I’m not sure how to get to the library from here. Sorry! 
 

4. (A) Yes, only other actors like it. 

 (B) Yeah; the producers enjoyed making it a lot. 

 (C) Yes, that’s why it has been canceled already. 

 (D) Yeah, everyone who watches it seems to love it! 
 

5. (A) No, we don’t talk about questions. 

 (B) No, we will go through the process. 

 (C) Yes, we should try another method.  

 (D) Yes, we found the solution. 

 

Part C  3%  

In part C, you will hear one or more conversations between a man and a woman, and then a 

question following each conversation. Choose the best answer to that question. 

6. (A) Jump out of the building after him. 

  (B) Put out the building’s fire. 

  (C) Help him save some people. 

  (D) Risk being burned to save herself. 
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7. (A) He has never been there before. 

   (B) You can view some beautiful artwork there. 

(C) Many people know about its lovely views. 

   (D)The woman doesn’t have a good view of it. 
 

8. (A) The person who created the phone. 

(B) A person who has never used a phone. 

(C) The person who bought the first phone. 

(D) The person who uses the phone the most. 

 

Part D  2% 

In part D, you will hear one passage and then some questions about it. Choose the best answers to 

those questions. 

9. (A) Too many trees. 

(B) Stormy weather. 

(C) Not enough firefighters. 

(D) People’s cars and trucks. 

10. (A) It will be more dangerous to live in certain places.   

    (B) The government will hire more firefighters. 

(C) People will not be allowed to light fires. 

(D) We will use fires to create electric power. 

II. Cloze Test :15% (本大題共三篇) 

(A)   Howl is a good-looking, charming man. And he spends lots of time on his appearance to  

_(11)___ women. The King of Ingary needs his help, though. Both Prince Justin and the royal wizard 

Suliman have gone missing. The king also wants Howl to kill the Witch of the Wastes. However,   

Howl wants to avoid the Witch. They __(12)__ be a couple, and now the Witch is mad at him. Instead, 

Howl tries to charm Lily, a beautiful teacher. After hearing that the Witch has captured Lily, Sophie 

sets off to rescue her. Things go __(13)__ and Sophie is captured as well. Howl arrives, saves Sophie, 

and kills the Witch. Sophie tells Howl the truth about who she really is. Even though Howl wants to 

help, he can’t break the Witch’s __(14)___. What’s more, the danger isn’t over yet. Lily is really the 

Witch’s fire demon, and she has an __(15)__ plan. She will kill Howl, Prince Justin, and Suliman and 

use parts from all three to create the perfect human! 
 

11. (A) flip (B) attack (C) encourage (D) impress 

12. (A) will have to (B) used to (C) are going to (D) were used to 

13. (A) badly (B) hardly (C) luckily (D) honestly 

14. (A) judge (B) tag (C) dialogue (D) spell 

15. (A) eletric (B) evil (C) irresponsible (D) injured 

 

(B)  We, as human beings, have a duty on this planet. Every man is created equal, and every life is 

important. And it’s our job to help __(16)__ animals __(16)__ being hurt. Animal Planet’s show Dodo 

Heroes is about the brave people risking their lives __(17)__ the world’s troubled creatures
.
 One of 
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these heroes is Pen Farthing. While being a soldier in Afghanistan, he saw a dog with scars hiding 

under a building. Pen got the scared dog to come out __(18)__ feeding it snacks. Soon after, they were 

like __(19)___. Pen named the dog Nowzad. When he returned to England, Pen even found a way to 

bring Nowzad back with him. Pen knew there were many other animals in Afghanistan like Nowzad. 

These animals also needed his help. That’s why he started the country’s first and only animal __(20)__ : 

The Nowzad Charity. Its goal is to find homes for animals living on the streets of Afghanistan.  

16. (A) allow; to (B) stop ; from  (C) protect; for  (D) turn ; into 

17. (A) to save (B) to be saved (C) saved (D) of saving 

18. (A) to  (B) with (C) in (D) by 

19. (A) leading the pack (B) in the nick of time (C) losing out (D) two peas in a pod 

20. (A) shelter (B) advantage (C) servant (D) escape 

(C)  Seventeen, a group __(21)__ on the world stage, has captured fans’ hearts. The talented boy band 

is known for both fun lyrics and dancing skills. Besides, it’s proving that it has staying power as well. 

After it released several successful albums, Seventeen has become one of the world’s best K-pop 

groups by Time magazine. ___(22)__, it’s promoting its 2018 album, Director’s Cut, with an exciting 

international tour. The band’s 13 skilled musicians are categorized into three __(23)___ : one is 

centered on hip hop, another on vocals, and the other on dancing. The idea is for these __(24)__ 

focuses to make the band stronger as a whole. So far, this approach has worked. Seventeen’s first EP, 

17 Carat, released in 2015, has become the __(25)__ in the US that year. So come and join this great 

music festival! 

 21. (A) caving in    (B) shooting the breeze  (C) rolling in      (D) making a splash  

22. (A) Strangely (B) Honestly (C) Currently (D) Oddly 

23. (A) submarines  (B) subways (C) subunits (D) subtitles 

24. (A) international (B) initial (C) individual (D) immediate 

25. (A) good-tempered (B) well-trained (C) man-made (D) longest-charting 

 

III. Blank- Filling: 10% (兩篇請忽略大小寫且選項不重複 & 有多餘的) 

(1) 

(A) generations (B) thus (C) modern 

(D) unfortunately (E) affected (AB) effects 

(AC) while (AD) finances (AE) instead 
   

The TV show Pili, created by Brothers Chris and Vincent Huang, is full of puppets, magical fights, 

and Taiwanese dialogue. The storylines are __(26)__ by ancient Chinese stories. The show also 

includes Taiwanese cultural elements and is even part of an old family tradition. In reality, their family 

has passed down the puppet tradition for four __(27)___. Their grandfather Master Huang Hai-Dai is 

even considered a national treasure for his puppet shows. Chris and Vincent wanted to bring this art to 

a bigger audience through TV. __(28)__ the brothers created Pili in 1985. Chris is in charge of writing 

scripts for the show, ___(29)___ Vincent does the voices for all its characters. They have worked hard 

to make Pili more __(30)__. 

(2) 
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(A) heading to (B) in advance (C) psyche 

(D) industry (E) freelance (AB) likely to 

(AC) grocery (AD) formal (AE) symmetrical 
  

What is your dream? To become a sketch artist? If you do, it is necessary to have exceptional skills. 

Even though most employers don’t require a __31___ education, many sketch artists attend university 

and study fine arts. Sketch artists are more __ 32___ be hired if they can draw human bodies and faces 

well. By practicing often, you can master the skill faster. Sketch artists should put together a sample of 

their best work to show possible employers. Courtroom sketching is a competitive ___33__ and only a 

few artists do it as their main job. Most sketch artists are hired as __34___ workers for media 

companies, but a few work for police departments. Besides having art skills, artists should be reliable 

and able to work on a deadline. They must also be ready to do their work without having much time to 

prepare __35__. 

 

IV. Vocabulary: 12% (共 12題) 

36. At a ______ wedding, the bride usually wears a white gown and a veil. This tradition was 

popularized through the marriage of Queen Victoria.  

(A) conventional (B) earnest (C) insecure (D) brutal 

37. Backpackers flying with low-cost airlines are suggested to download their Apps before_______, 

because it sometimes sends a notification with the gate number or the status of the flight. 

(A) cycle    (B) overcoat (C) departure (D) furniture 

38. With a terrific cast, the movie “Crazy Rich Asians” takes a satisfying step forward for book-to-film 

________. Some of the moviegoers feel like reading the novel again after watching this film. 

(A) awareness (B) adaptation (C) ambition (D) adoption  

39. My coworkers are so ________. They are never late and don’t forget about anything. Working with 

them is such a pleasant thing. 

(A) unreliable (B) trustworthy (C) dependent (D) graceful 

40. High housing costs are a major concern for every US________, especially for residents of Silicon 

Valley (矽谷), which ranks as one of the most expensive housing markets. 

(A) anchorman (B) cupboard    (C) household (D) industry 

41. Electromagnetic waves emitted from passengers’ personal electronic _______—including laptops, 

tablets, and cellphones—could interfere with an aircraft’s safety, so they should be turned off. 

(A) projects (B) appetites (C) parades  (D) devices 

42. Legendary Cloud Gate (雲門舞集) is viewed as the first professional modern dance troupe in 

Taiwan which showcases emerging talents through original_________.  

(A) geography (B) photography  (C) choreography (D) calligraphy 

43. The cause of the mass ________ of dinosaurs is a scientific mystery. Dinosaurs somehow were 

killed while most mammals survived.  

(A) instruction (B) addition  (C) tradition (D) extinction 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_Victoria
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44. One of my coworkers implied to me that if his present job doesn’t work out, he has some ideas for 

making money ________. He can always think of a way to bring home the bacon. 

  (A) by a thread    (B) up his sleeve   (C) in danger       (D) in particular 

45. The unicorn is an ________, fictional creature which has been depicted as a beast with a single 

large horn from its forehead. Yet, its existence is still mysterious.  

(A) insecure (B) immature (C) inventive (D) imaginary 

46. After 911, the U.S government started to control ______ more strictly than before. People from all 

around the globe will be interviewed with more questions from the Customs at the airport. 

(A) budget (B) citizens (C) immigration (D) discovery 

47. If the new law is passed by the government, there will definitely be ______ changes in the entire 

   country.  

(A) conservative (B) dynamic (C) unlimited (D) furnishing 

 

Section II. BOOK I / L1-L4 

I. Cloze: 25%  

(A.)  Have you wondered why people invent new things? As the saying goes, “Necessity is the 

mother of invention.” In other words, people create things to solve problems in their lives and to 

__48__ their own needs. Later, the solutions __49__ their problems might become great inventions 

__50__ their way of life. Take Teng Hung-chi, for example. When Teng was a vocational school 

student, he worked __51__ a mechanic in a factory. One day, he was using the bathroom in the factory. 

It __52__ him that he did not want to touch the faucet with his dirty hands from work. He said to 

himself, “If I could wash my hands without __53__ the faucet, it would be wonderful.” Teng then 

worked __54__ put this idea into practice. Soon, he invented a faucet controlled by a built-in sensing 

device that could run automatically. At that time, never had people expected __55__ this 

seventeen-year-old inventor later sold the rights to his invention, making a fortune. 

    As a creative inventor, Teng __56__ many other things since then. In fact, he even represented 

Taiwan, attending the iENA exhibition __57__ is held in Germany. Unsurprisingly, he has been 

awarded first prize there many times. Because of his many great inventions, Teng has become known 

as “Taiwan’s Edison.” 

48.  (A) reach    (B) save            (C) meet              (D) find 

49.  (A) of        (B) at              (C) with              (D) to 

50.  (A) change       (B) changed         (C) changing          (D) to change 

51.  (A) for          (B) as              (C) to               (D) with 

52. (A) turned out     (B) dealt with       (C) came from        (D) occurred to 

53. (A) touching       (B) being touched    (C) touch              (D) to touch 

54. (A) so hard that    (B) too hard to      (C) hard enough to     (D) hardly to 

55. (A) what         (B) that          (C) for                (D) when 

56. (A) invents          (B) invented      (C) was inventing      (D) has invented 

57. (A) ,which        (B) which          (C) ,what             (D) that 
  

(B.)  It is very common to see Post-it note sold at stationery shops, and it’s quite popular with 

students and office workers. People seldom know that the invention of Post-it note came from a failed 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legendary_creature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horn_(anatomy)
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experiment __58__ by Spencer Silver.  While he had devoted himself to creating strong glue, the 

result didn’t __59__ very well. __60__, he was not disappointed and he managed to convince his 

colleagues of the usefulness of the weak glue. Despite the fact that no one listened, he still __61__ the 

courage to promote his invention everywhere. Finally, it __62__ someone’s attention. When Art Fry, 

Silver’s co-worker, singing hymns during church services, his bookmark fell out of his hymn book, 

and this made him __63__. One day, he found the weak glue on a piece of paper would help him mark 

the right page and __64__ it would not cause any damage to the book. Later, he returned to the office, 

__65__ his idea with others in the company. Then, the Post-it note was born and successfully spread 

around the world. 

   As you can see, great inventors get ideas from their own experiences in their daily lives. Thus, next 

time you are faced with a problem, try to __66__ a way to solve it. Perhaps your creativity will make 

you a great inventor as well. 

58. (A) does            (B) did            (C) done               (D) do 

59. (A) turn down         (B) turn out         (C) turn into             (D) turn to 

60. (A) However        (B) As a result         (C) Moreover         (D) That is 

61. (A) set up          (B) came up           (C) made up            (D) plucked up 

62. (A) paid             (B) turned           (C) drew              (D) slipped 

63. (A) to frustrate         (B) frustrating        (C) frustrated           (D) frustrates 

64. (A) X              (B) that              (C) what             (D) where 

65. (A) sharing           (B) shared           (C) to share            (D) and sharing 

66. (A) think of          (B) spice up        (C) take over      (D) check out 
 

(C.)  There is no doubt that colors play a significant role in our daily life, but many of us may not 

notice our life is flooded with various colors __67__ their symbolic meanings which can be used 

everywhere. In fact, they have a great influence __68__ our life. For example, school buses and taxis 

are painted yellow because it is __69__ bright that it can have people’s attention. Besides, how colors 

affect appetite __70__ what most people neglect. Some studies display that the color of our dining 

environment can decide the amount we eat. Bright colors of many foods can increase people’s 

appetites. __71__, those who want to lose weight may apply blue bowls or dishes to lose their 

appetites because almost no food is blue in nature. Believe it or not, we may not __72___ the 

importance of colors even when we are under their influence. All in all, colors and our daily life are 

indeed closely related. 

67. (A) instead of       (B) far from         (C) in comparison with     (D) due to 

68. (A) to              (B) on                (C) with                 (D) in 

69. (A) so            (B) such               (C) very                 (D) much 

70. (A) have          (B) has             (C) are                  (D) is 

71. (A) What’s worse    (B) In fact             (C) Instead              (D) Therefore 

72. (A) be aware of      (B) be aware that       (C) beware of             (D) beware that 

 

II. Reading Comprehension: 6% 

Children develop and grow up with many different influences. But it seems birth order is very 

important in shaping a child’s personality. Whether birth order really has a strong effect on one’s 
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psychological development is a theory often challenged by researchers, and yet there has been plenty 

of concrete evidence to prove it. 

The first born child gets a great deal of attention from both parents. Because the parents have no 

parenting experience, there is a tendency for them to try too hard in raising the child. While the mother 

may lavish attention on the first born, the father may be too strict. The result: a child that tends to be a 

perfectionist, somewhat pessimistic and possibly a loner. 

    Now that the parents have experience in raising the firstborn, they have a tendency to relax the 

rules for the middle child. As a result, the middle child tends to be more outgoing and more sociable 

than their older sibling. 

    By the time the last born arrives, the parents have really loosened the reins when it comes to 

discipline. Often the last born receives a lot of attention from their older siblings and less attention 

from the parents. Later in life the last born may be honest and charming while having a moody side. 

    It is important to remember that the relationship between siblings as they grow up may also be a 

factor in the child’s development. And the difference in ages can be another factor. If there is a 

several-year difference between siblings, the outcomes can be vastly different. 
 

73. What’s the main idea in this passage? 

(A) Most kids receive much attention from their parents. 

(B) Discipline plays a role to affect children development. 

(C) Birth order is closely related to children personality. 

(D) Parents raise their kids based on their parenting experiences. 
 

74. Which of the following statements is INCORRECT about the last born in this passage? 

(A) They are often taken care of by their older brothers and sisters. 

(B) They are likely to suddenly become excited, and angry or upset. 

(C) They tend not to lie or hide facts from others. 

(D) They tend to be disciplined most often by both their parents. 
 

75. Mike loves to be with a large circle of friends. Based on this article, which of the following 

statements may be true of him? 

(A) He may be the only child in his family. 

(B) He may be the last born in his family. 

(C) He may be the first born in his family. 

(D) He may be a middle child in his family. 

 

III. Vocabulary:13% 

76. After experiencing a powerful 6.6 magnitude earthquake, people in Hokkaido are f_______ned of 

other aftershocks, which may cause more damage to their houses and kill more people. 

77. Jessica gave a vivid d______n of the terrorist whom she saw in the square, which helped the police 

capture the cirminal more efficiently. 

78. Pablo Picasso was one of the most dominant and influential artists in the 20
th

 century, and people in 

Taiwan can’t wait for his precious paintings on e_______n in National Taiwan Museum of Fine 

Arts. 
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79. The speech didn’t go very well because the speaker had been i______ted by phone rings coming 

from the audience. 

80. Whenever you visit places with crowded people, such as night markets or fairs, make sure to keep 

your personal be______gs safe and protected from thefts. 

81.With an increase of natural disasters recently, people have become more concerned about the 

e_______l issues, such as global warming, climate change, pollution, etc. 

82. Though Christmas traditions vary from country to country, most families in western countries are 

used to d_______ting their Christmas trees with lights, cookies, and candies. 

83. Jebi, Japan's most powerful storm in 25 years, r______ted in the closure of Kansai, a major 

international airport near Osaka and left many tourists stuck at the airport. 

84. Instagram is more than just a mobile photo and video sharing social network; it provides a 

perfect opportunity for people to create a social c_____y with shared interests. 

85. While some people totally enjoy the excitement of a roller-coaster ride, others are scared to death, 

g____ping the safety bar firmly for their dear life. 

86. This year, Chinese Taipei claimed 17 gold medals in Asian Games, which made all Taiwanese, 

really feel proud and was completely beyond our e______ns. 

87. It was very o______s that Jack was lying, for his eyes were darting back and forth, and he was 

sweating. 

88. After finishing my final project and handing it in on time, I felt a sudden d____e to have some fried 

chicken and bubble tea. 

 

IV. Translation: 9 % (89-91每格一分，每格均有 2個字以上，錯一字算全錯) / (92-93題每題
2分，錯一字扣 0.5分) 

 

89. 因為公車延誤，她等了 10分鐘車才來。上學沒有遲到讓她覺得鬆了一口氣。 

   Because the bus was delayed, she waited 10 minutes for it to come. She _______ she wasn’t late 

   for school. 

90. 她拿出她媽媽稍早幫她準備的早餐。然而，她頓時覺得食慾盡失，因為看到早餐用藍色袋子

裝著。 

She took out the breakfast her mother__________ for her, but she lost appetite the minute she saw 

the food wrapped in a blue bag. 

91. 綠島聽起來是個不錯的渡假勝地。 

Green Island __________ a wonderful place for a vacation. 

92. 有時候和我父母溝通不容易。我已經努力試著告訴他們相信網路對我學習有多重要。他們

就是不聽，反而只擔心我會忙著交網友。 

Sometimes it is hard to communicate with my parents. I ____(A)_____ to tell them 

______(B)______ (wh- + S + V) for my studies. They just didn’t listen. Instead, they only worry 

that I will be busy making friends online. 

93. 這是一個如此困惑的問題，以致於我不知道要怎麼回答。 

(…such…that) 

T _______________ I don’t know how to answer it. 
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III. Vocabulary 13% （一格一分） 

 

76.  

 

 

77.  78.  

79. 

  

 

80.  81.  

82.  

 

 

83.  84.  

85. 

  

 

86. 87. 

88. 

 

 

  

 

IV. Translation: 9 % (89-91每格一分，每格均有 2個字以上，錯一字算全錯) / (92-93題每題
2分，錯一字扣 0.5分) 

 

89. ________________________________    

 

90. ________________________________  

 

91. _________________________________ 

 

92. (A)________________________________ 

   (B)________________________________ 

 

93. ____________________________________________________ 

 


